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Promiscuous Fictions 
 
Comments 
When perfection is the vanishing point, Queer Blogging can seem a lot like clubbing, with posts 
as entrances...("Hi", "Hey Gurl", "Never You")...and the predictable & delicious combination of 
breeder reader shock & awe. 
But when the end becomes a kind of Therapy-Lite - well, thank god there's still a ton of porn out 
there - know what I mean? 
Posted by: sean at July 10, 2004 06:52 PM 
 
Lighten up, dude. 
Posted by: tigertugger at July 10, 2004 10:38 PM 
 
I postively brim with lightness, dear. 
Posted by: sean at July 11, 2004 09:58 AM 
 
A well presented argument. 
Blogging seems to stir up such controversy because it is a digital reflection of each of us -and we 
don't always get along, do we. BUT this realm gives us a singular opportunity to drop the facade 
and pretense and be precisely who we want to be without fear. 
So where is the blogosphere going? Well I don't think there is some "grand master plan" as is 
implied, but rather we are witnessing the evolution of the nebulous "web" as a singular 
conciousness diversified with all our own stamps. This multiverse is being added to, drop by drop 
-each pebble carrying with it a taste of our personality -rather than just making the web just a 
conduit or porno storage space anymore. "HTTP" is undergoing a puberty, of sorts. It is slowly 
finding out who IT is and it is slowly growing to echo each of us... 
Because we can't seem to find a common ground on our own, it seems that we are unwittingly 
doing it this way. 
Posted by: M@ at July 13, 2004 05:30 PM 
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Posting Policies 
 
As with any scholarly publication, healthy, robust discussions are encouraged. However, we ask 
that you refrain from ad hominem attacks and profanity. The editors reserve the right to edit or 
delete any comment or trackback that violates these rules. In addition, we do not pass emails 
along to authors. 
Comments and essays are the property of their authors. All other content ©Into the 
Blogosphere 2004. 
Contributors agree by posting that any original content, including comments, copyright owned by 
them, unless otherwise stated, is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution- 
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 license for others to use. 
 
